[On. 42,]    Government of India Act, 1035.    [25 & 26 geo. 5.]
UX1935.    or fls to   the   extent   to which   it is so   exercisable, the
pAaTvi     question may, at the instance either of the Federation
-contA '    or the Ruler, be referred to the Federal Court for deter-
mination by that Court in the exercise of its original
jurisdiction under this Act,
Broadcasting.
Broad-	129.—(1) The Federal Government shall not unreason-
cagting*       ably refuse to entrust to the Government of any Province
or the Ruler of any Federated State such functions with
respeci to bimdcasting as may be necessary to enable
that Government or Ruler—
(a) to construct and use transmitters in the Province
or St&te;
(&) to legulafe, and impose fees in respect of, the
construction and use of transmitters and the
use of receiving apparatus in the Province or
State:
Provided that nothing in this subsection shall be
construed na requiring the Federal Government to
entrust to any such Government or Ruler any control
over the use of transmitters constructed or maintained
by the Federal Government or by persons authorised by
the Federal Government, or over the use of receiving
apparatus by persons so authorised. '
 (2)	Any functions so entrusted to a Government or
Ruler shall be exercised subject to such conditions as may
be   imposed   by   the   Federal   Government,   including,
notwithstanding   anything in this Act, any   conditions
with respect to finance, but it shall not be lawful for the
Federal Government so to impose any conditions regu-
lating the matter broadcast by, or by authority of, the
Government or Ruler.
 (3)	Any Federal   laws   which may be   passed with
respect to broadcasting shall be such as to secure that
effect can be given to the   foregoing   provisions of this
section.
(4)	If any question arises under this section whether
;             any conditions imposed' on any    such    Government or
Ruler are lawfully imposed,.or whether any refusal by

